How to rebuild RAID5 when degraded

Description

Hikvision NVR supports RAID 0, RAID 1, RAID 5, RAID 6, RAID 10, and RAID 5 is the most frequently-used type.

As for RAID 5, if one HDD is broken, the RAID5 will be in degraded mode, and we can rebuild RAID5 to recover data. If there are two HDDs broken, the RAID5 will be offline.

Note: RAID function is now supported by DS-9600NI-I series and DS-96000NI-I series NVR.

Preparation

NVR, Four HDDs at least

1) If Global Hot Spare HDD is set before:

Steps:

1. The degraded RAID 5 will rebuild automatically.
2. Then, user should replace the broken HDD with a new one, and plug it into HDD cabinet. Set its type as Global Hot Spare in Storage→RAID→Physic Disk. Just in case that another HDDs will be broken.
2) If Global Hot Spare HDD isn’t set before:

**Steps:**

1. Check the RAID status firstly. If the RAID is in Degraded status, user can rebuild the RAID to recover data. Besides, you can check which HDD is offline by Physical disk. As below, I created RAID5 by NO.1,2,3 HDDs, and the Physical disk column showed the rest HDDs of the Array. That means NO.1 HDD is offline, and you should replace it with a new one.
2. Replace NO.1 HDD with a new one, and plug it into HDD cabinet.
3. Click ‘Rebuild’ button, and choose Physical disk 1. Click ‘OK’, and the rebuild progress begins.
Notes:

1. The rebuild speed is Middle Speed in default. If the operation of local GUI is not fluent, you can change the Background Task as Low speed.
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